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Collaborative Doctoral Awards 
Competition (Staff-led) 

Part 1 : Project Proposal Application 
To be completed by the lead proposed supervisor(s) and non-
HE partner organisation.  

SECTION 1: PROJECT PROPOSAL AND CASE FOR SUPPORT 

Proposed Project Title: 

Project Summary: 
(Maximum 100 words) 

Name of Non-HE 
Partner Organisation: 

Name of Contact at 
non-HE Partner 
Organisation: 

Email 
Address: 

Primary AHRC Subject Area: 

Secondary AHRC Subject Area (if Interdisciplinary): 

Does the project Include a creative practice 
component? YES NO  

If you have listed two subject areas above, do you consider the project to be interdisciplinary? YES          NO          N/A  
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If Yes, please briefly state why: 
(Maximum 100 words): 
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Please provide full details of the proposal and make your case for support below: 
(Maximum 750 words) 
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Please provide details of any resources and facilities, including details of any high cost equipment, fieldwork, training, etc., that may be 
required to complete the project successfully, and where you will seek these resources (e.g. NBCDTP; partner resources; 
departmental/school funds). Please include estimated costs: 
(Maximum 200 words) 

Please outline the arrangements for communication between the partner organisation and academic host organisation in regard of the 
project management and the monitoring of academic progress: 
(Maximum 150 words) 
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What benefits will accrue to the student and the partner organisation as a result of your collaboration? 
(Maximum 300 words) 

Please briefly state what financial (if any) or in-kind contribution the partner will be making over the duration of the award: 
(Maximum 100 words) 
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Please describe the nature of the collaborative arrangement and the activities the student will be taking with the organisation: 
(Maximum 300 words) 
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SECTION 2: SUPERVISION AND EXTERNAL ADVISORS 

First Supervisor: School/Department: 

Email Address: 

Second Supervisor: School/Department: 

Email Address: 

Additional Advisor: Organisation/Institution: 

Email Address: 

Additional Advisor: Organisation/Institution: 

Email Address: 
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Explain how the expertise of the supervisory team and external advisors will allow them to support the proposed project and the 
selected student: 
(Maximum 500 words) 
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SECTION 3: RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT 
Please provide details about the research environment the selected student will be joining and its suitability: 
(Maximum 500 words) 






	SECTION 1: PROJECT PROPOSAL AND CASE FOR SUPPORT
	SECTION 2: SUPERVISION AND EXTERNAL ADVISORS
	SECTION 3: RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

	Proposed Project Title: Historicising Nerys Johnson
	Name of NonHE Partner Organisation: The Laing Art Gallery
	Name of Contact at nonHE Partner Organisation: Esme Whittaker, Keeper of ArtJulie Milne, Chief Curator
	Email Address: Esme.whittaker@twmuseums.org.ukjulie.milne@twmuseums.org.uk
	First Supervisor: Victoria Horne
	SchoolDepartment: Faculty of Arts Design and Social Sciences/Arts(History of Art)
	Email Address_2: victoria.horne@northumbria.ac.uk
	Second Supervisor: Claudine van Hensbergen
	SchoolDepartment_2: Humanities (English Literature)
	Email Address_3: claudine.vanhensbergen@northumbria.ac.uk
	Additional Advisor: Esme Whittaker, Keeper of Art
	OrganisationInstitution: Laing Art Gallery
	Email Address_4: Esme.whittaker@twmuseums.org.uk
	Additional Advisor_2: Julie Milne, Chief Curator
	OrganisationInstitution_2: Laing Art Gallery
	Email Address_5: julie.milne@twmuseums.org.uk
	Project Summary: This research project engages with the Laing Art Gallery’s recently acquired archive and collection of Nerys Johnson (1942-2001), an artist and curator active in the North East of England throughout the late twentieth century. The project offers the opportunity to co-curate an exhibition and produce a thesis that reflexively engages with the historiographic challenge of writing Johnson into accounts of British art history by considering the effects of gender, region and health on her career.  Developing inventive approaches to narrating Johnson’s career, this project will provide wider insight into the forms, functions and critique of the historical archive.
	CP Yes: Off
	CP No: Yes
	ID Yes: Off
	ID No: Off
	ID N/A: Yes
	Interdisciplinary Case: The project is situated at the nexus of Art History and Cultural and Museum Studies. The project’s primary purpose is to draw on the Nerys Johnson Archive to produce a cutting-edge study to inform both fields. The resulting thesis is likely to sit in the field of Art History as a primary area, but also to draw on the student’s research on existing practice in art galleries to thereby inform future practice, especially in the fields of education, exhibition making, interpretation and acquisitions.
	Project Proposal: This project provides a significant opportunity to work with the archive and collection of Nerys Johnson (1942-2001), which is housed in the Laing Art Gallery in Newcastle. In devising a critical history of these materials, the researcher will enrich understandings of twentieth-century art in the North East and contextualise that history in relation to contemporaneous artistic and curatorial practice across the UK. The project has potential to lead new directions in art historiography by examining the intersection of region, gender and health. This is especially pertinent during a moment of renewed interest in British Art History (see British Art Studies) including attention to the relationship of art, identity and politics in the 1970s and 1980s (Racz, 2020; Aikens, Robles ed. 2019; Kokoli, 2016).  Johnson was a Welsh-born artist and curator who worked in the North East of England and pursued a successful professional career despite the substantial challenges of living with rheumatoid arthritis. After studying Fine Art at the University of Durham, she held positions as Keeper of Fine Art at the Laing Gallery in Newcastle (1967-70) and Keeper in Charge at Durham’s Light Infantry Museum and Arts Centre (1970-89). However, subsequent to building a national reputation as curator, Johnson retired from the gallery sector to pursue her art practice as a painter of landscapes, Venetian town scenes and, most significantly, of exuberantly coloured flowers and foliage. Her work is held in various public collections, including the Victoria and Albert Museum, the National Museum of Wales, and the Arts Council Collection, and is also to be found in many private collections. Before her death Johnson established a charitable fund so that proceeds from future sales would be used to help public galleries acquire paintings by living artists.  During her curatorial career Johnson organised notable exhibitions of Victorian Art, including that of the painter John Martin, she developed touring exhibitions with the Arts Council, and curated a solo show of sculptor Henry Moore. She cultivated cultural networks (she was well-acquainted with the poet Anne Stevenson and artist Bridget Riley) and worked professionally and prodigiously as an artist in later years. The Laing Art Gallery has acquired the archive of this prolific artist-curator which includes personal correspondence, diaries, and effects; professional papers relating to Johnson’s curatorial career; over 200 artworks in addition to the 62 already held in the Gallery’s collection.   The CDA project will start from that archive, building firm professional skills as the researcher undergoes training to catalogue the materials. In becoming familiar with the materials through that process, the project will be able to expand outwards, drawing connections with related archives in the North East and beyond. During this first year the researcher will be firmly supported by the supervisors in reviewing scholarship and devising an original framework for the project. The research will result in a 75-85,000 word thesis and the co-curation of an exhibition at the Laing Art Gallery.  As a woman artist/curator based in the North East of England, Johnson’s life and work has remained peripheral to both mainstream and alternative accounts of British Art History in the post-war and contemporary periods. We invite prospective candidates to consider what tools are best suited to conceptualise Johnson’s contribution to British Art (as both museum worker and artist). What approaches should be adopted in writing Johnson belatedly into history and where should the focus of this project lie? We explicitly invite experimental, inventive, and intellectually rigorous ways of working with these fresh archival materials. Proposals should be attentive to the critical effects of gender and region, and could consider the following:  - Exhibition: how would a critical survey of Johnson’s curatorial work situate it in relation to developments in the North East and wider UK context? - Biography: what critical approach would anchor Johnson’s work in the social, historical and political contexts of her lifetime? - Art: do histories of gender and genre shape our consideration of Johnson’s oeuvre, including stylistic developments in drawing and painting, influences, and affinities with wider cultural scenes?- Health: as an artist/curator who lived with disability, does scholarship in Medical Humanities, Radical Care or Crip Theory being new perspectives to Johnson’s career?  The project will bring together experts from the art gallery and university sectors to support the candidate in historicising and contextualising the Nerys Johnson archive and collection. The candidate will be supported academically in constructing an original research project and will have opportunities to organise public-facing articulations of that research, while working within a supportive PGR environment at Northumbria University.
	Resources: The student will receive training and mentorship in curatorial practice and gallery educational engagement work directly through the Laing, collaborating with staff and by undertaking central training courses offered through Tyne and Wear Archives and Museums (TWAM), the major regional museum, art gallery and archives service to which the Laing belongs. The student will work closely with the Laing’s curatorial and learning teams throughout their project and will be personally mentored by Esme Whittaker, Keeper of Art, and further supported as necessary by the Laing’s Chief Curator, Julie Milne. The student will co-curate an exhibition for the Laing, working alongside Whittaker, an established curator, and benefitting from further individual training in curatorial research and practice.The student will participate in Northumbria’s established PGR training programme, compulsory for all students.The student will design a six-month placement in the gallery sector (potentially across 2-3 national/regional sites). This will enhance their research expertise and professional development. The placements will be brokered with the assistance of Julie Milne, but will require the NBCDTP’s dedicated funds to support the student through this process (to include accommodation and travel costs for two months in London, and four months across two other UK cities). 
	Communication: Deadlines for the student’s progress, research and training will be agreed at the project’s outset, and monitored through frequent full-team meetings every 3 months between the student, the supervisors and the external advisors. These meetings will take place on site at the Laing, a five-minute walk from Northumbria’s city campus. The supervisory team will be responsible for monitoring the academic integrity of the study and ensuring it meets standard PhD milestones, whilst the Laing will ensure the student’s access to the gallery materials, training and expertise required to complete their project and professional development.The student will meet their lead supervisor monthly at Northumbria. They will have frequent (as required) access to mentoring by their external advisors by virtue of being based in the Laing’s shared office space. On commencing their project, the student will undertake an induction at the Laing, in addition to standard induction activities at Northumbria University.
	Benefits: The project’s collaboration with the Laing is crucial to the student’s ability to complete their PhD research as it will facilitate access to the archival and research resources needed to complete research for the project’s core case study. Simultaneously, it will enable the student to gain a high level of professional experience, especially relevant to archival and curatorial practices. This will be equally beneficial either for a future career in the museum and heritage sector or for equipping the student with experience underpinning future impactful partnership work as an academic. The student will have frequent access to the Laing’s staff, enabling strong mentorship and specialist insights into the wider operations of a public art gallery. The student will receive the rare opportunity to co-curate an exhibition, planned for 2025, for the Laing’s Barbour Watercolour Gallery, and in doing so learn practical curatorial skills from an established curator. The Laing will also facilitate the student’s placement at other art galleries.The Laing welcomes this collaborative opportunity to further develop existing links between the gallery and Northumbria University. In recent years, the gallery has made a personal investment in exhibitions showcasing women’s art (Enchanted Interiors, 2019; Challenging Conventions, 2021) with a current NB CDA student, Ella Nixon (supervised by van Hensbergen) contributing to the 2021 exhibition. Due to staffing constraints the Laing does not have the capacity to undertake sustained archival and collections-based research. Yet the ongoing engagement between Northumbria and the gallery has demonstrated the benefits that can accrue from this collaboration. The rich materials held in the Johnson collection offer exciting potential for the gallery to discover new insights into their existing holdings as well as to identify strategic areas for new acquisitions. Such insights will be hugely valuable to the gallery, enabling them to perceive possibilities for future exhibitions and display programming and in turn to inform the activities of the learning team. The Laing have confirmed that without the studentship, the records for the Johnson collection will need to be recorded in basic detail making it hard to fully capitalise upon the potential of this new acquisition. 
	Contributions: The Laing will make an in-kind contribution of providing training and support to the student throughout the award. The student will be given a hot-desk space in the curatorial offices and benefit from a close collaboration with curatorial and learning staff. The student will have access to TWAM’s in-house training schemes. Julie Milne will draw on networks (especially the Tate-led national subject specialist network of British Art) to facilitate placements for the student at national and regional galleries, and the student will benefit from the opportunity to co-curate a Laing exhibition relating to their research. 
	Arrangement: The student will be based at Northumbria’s Glenamara Centre for Postgraduates, a 5-minute walk from the Laing Art Gallery. The Laing employs a hotdesking system in its curatorial offices, and the student will have regular access to a desk. In addition, they will have access to the gallery’s archive on site, which they will be able to access as required. On site they will be supported by Esme Whittaker (in curatorial) and also by the gallery’s Chief Curator, Julie Milne. They will also benefit from meetings (as required) with Anne Fountain, the Lead for the Learning Team, who will provide insight into the ways in which the curatorial programme and related research informs the gallery’s wider educational programme. The Laing’s curatorial offices hold an extensive Art History library and archival documentation relating to their collections which the student will draw on for their research. The student will also have access to the gallery’s stores which are located on site.The student’s PhD research will itself be an activity undertaken in collaboration with the Laing, since it will necessitate access to the archives and collections held on site, and involve ongoing dialogue with staff members about their knowledge and expertise. A tangible output of this will be an exhibition centred upon the Johnson archive, co-curated by the student for delivery c. 2025. The student will also lead on cataloguing for the Johnson archive through inputting it into TWAM’s in-house EMU system. In doing this, they will work with an existing inventory and catalogue, aligning this information with SPECTRUM standards and enhancing the existing records. They will also be involved in digitising the visual content of the collection, helping to make Johnson’s work accessible to the public through TWAM’s online collections and through ArtUK.org. The student’s research and accrued expertise will enable them to work with the curatorial and learning teams to inform gallery practice around display, programming, acquisitions and learning. They will achieve this through informal presentation of their research in progress to the relevant gallery teams. The Laing is keen to explore a range of further possible activities relating to the research. They will take a flexible approach to this, providing opportunities as they arise. One example is through input to innovative ventures like the ongoing L-INK project, where the student will have the opportunity to work with young people in curating a small display related to topic social concerns. The student will be encouraged to write public articles related to their research interests for the gallery’s online blog and to deliver public talks and workshops. The above activities will enable the student to build a comprehensive portfolio of professional experience during their PhD studies.
	Supervisory Team: Victoria Horne (first supervisor) is Senior Lecturer in Art and Design History with specialisms in feminist art historiography, publishing histories and women's art of the late twentieth century. She is particularly interested in how institutions organise and express ideas about art, and in exploring the intellectual traditions and social practices of the art-historical discipline. These interests will inform the supervision of this project. Horne’s research has received funding from the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, the Terra Foundation for American Art and the UK Association for Art History. She has published articles on women artists including Carolee Schneemann (Art History, 2020), the Hackney Flashers (Journal of Visual Culture, 2016; Third Text, 2017), Petra Bauer (Burlington Contemporary, 2019) and Kate Davis (Feminist Review, 2015), edited a volume on women's art publishing (Women: A Cultural Review, 2019) and co-edited the book Feminism and Art History Now (IB Tauris, 2017): https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/our-staff/h/victoria-horne/  Claudine van Hensbergen (second supervisor) researches literature's relationship with the wider arts, often with a focus on women’s participation in the public sphere. She is currently an AHRC Innovation Fellow, and her project 'Learning through the Art Gallery: Art, Literature and Disciplinarity' explores new interdisciplinary methodologies for scholarship as well as underpinning a new approach to educational workshops with KS4/5 pupils at the Laing and Shipley galleries. She has collaborated closely with the Laing's learning and curatorial teams for several years and is lead supervisor of a NB CDA student researching gender in relation to the Laing's collections and practices. Van Hensbergen is university lead for Northumbria’s partnership with Tyne and Wear Archives and Museums (TWAM) and is Departmental Lead (covering English and History) for Impact. She is well positioned to support the student, especially in their partner-facing work, ensuring a mutually-beneficial collaboration with the Laing and maximising the student's CPD opportunities: https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/our-staff/v/claudine-van-hensbergen/   The supervisory team have a combined record of supervising five PhDs to completion and are currently supervising four PhD candidates, two of them NB CDA students.  The applicant’s supervision will be strengthened through the addition of two external advisors at the Laing: Julie Milne, Chief Curator, and Dr Esme Whittaker, Keeper of Arts. Milne brings years of programming, curatorial and managerial experience, whilst Whittaker will provide key curatorial and collections management support and be the main point of contact. Whittaker held AHRC funding for her PhD at the Courtauld Institute, which explored the Arts and Crafts movement in the Lake District. This specialism in the relationship between region and artistic practice is highly relevant to an exploration of Johnson’s close links to the NE and its artistic networks. Whittaker has first-hand of experience on working on regional and national archives and collections, having previously worked at the V&A and spent nine years as Curator of Collections and Interiors for English Heritage across three London sites. In the latter role she supervised internships and placements with the University of Buckingham, teaching curatorial skills for the MA in Decorative Arts and Historic Interiors.
	Research Environment: The student will be joining a rich research environment at Northumbria, across Art, Design and Humanities, offering a host of postgraduate opportunities for training and professional development. In recent years Northumbria has recruited a new generation of research-active staff and significantly grown its PhD population (PhD awards increased from 39 in REF 2014 to 87 in 2021), securing large research grants (AHRC, Leverhulme Trust) and receiving AHRC funding for PhD studentships through the Art & Design CDT. These awards have been strengthened by external partnerships, with vibrant interplay between organisations central to the department’s culture.    The student's departmental home will be in Arts, where they will access wide-ranging opportunities offered through Northumbria’s Visual and Material Culture (VMC) Research Group (convened by the project’s first supervisor, Dr Horne). VMC hosts seminars, conferences and book launches, and offers professional training for postgraduates, access to QR funds and the free use of premises for postgraduate-led events. Students use these funds to organise symposia, run public reading groups in local galleries, host artist workshops, and run a queer film club. VMC recently hosted the Design History Society Conference (2019) and the prestigious Association for Art History Conference (2020). The student would be encouraged to maintain relevant association memberships and commit to training or early-career networking opportunities, for which QR support is available.    Regionalism and Northern Cultural Landscapes forms a core theme of the VMC group's research (Ysanne Holt, Rupert Ashmore, Julie Crawshaw, Lizzie Fisher) and it is expected the project would be enriched by this. As part of VMC programming, doctoral students are given the opportunity to deliver a public-facing seminar towards the end of their research project. Northumbria encourages interdisciplinary exchange between its departments, and the student will have access to the suite of research opportunities offered throughout Art, Design and Humanities including membership of the Institute of Humanities, Contemporary Arts Research Forum and Curatorial and Collaborative Practices group. With the project’s attention to living with disability, the student will be especially well-placed to develop links with the Cultural Negotiations of Science (CNOS) research group, and to investigate performative, curatorial and aesthetic approaches to the topic of health and art.    Northumbria currently collaborates with the Laing Art Gallery more closely than any other university, with an active AHRC-funded Innovation Fellowship grant (2018-2022) and NB CDA studentship (2020-2024). This builds on previous collaborations including grant capture from Arts Council England, an MRes placement, and two completed PhDs based on the gallery’s collections and supervised by staff in Arts (Holt; Matthew Potter). Northumbria is currently renewing its partnership with TWAM to support a growth in collaborative activities across their ten cultural sites (which includes the Laing), and the CDA will benefit from resulting KE, public engagement and research activity. More widely, Newcastle is home to a thriving arts scene and Northumbria staff and students have been active in coordinating public-facing events at Tyneside Cinema, Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, Explore Lifelong Learning, as well as further afield at Collective and Fruitmarket Gallery in Edinburgh. 
	Primary Subject: [Fine Art: History, Theory and Practice]
	Secondary Subject: [Cultural and Museum Studies]


